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Abstract
This paper proposes a method for optimizing the design
and construction process of heat source systems that
enables designers to continuously obtain information on
the performance and costs of various heat source system
configurations. A case study on the heat source system of
an existing building was conducted using a simulation
model, and Pareto optimal solutions for energy and lifecycle costs were determined for each heat source system
configuration. Subsequently, the optimized design and
construction process resulting from the proposed method
and the conventional optimization were compared in
terms of the life-cycle cost and energy consumption
reduction effects. The results of subject tests confirmed
that integrating building information modeling and
simulation using the proposed method improves both the
working time and precision.

Introduction
In Japan, the same company often handles both the design
and construction of a structure. Therefore, there is a
unique culture in Japan wherein the working drawings are
often modified during construction, after the contract has
been signed. Thus, the completed building may be quite
different from the initial specifications mentioned in the
contract. However, if the company in charge has excellent
technical skills, it is possible to build a better system.
Because of this unique culture, the different phases of
construction proceed as follows. In the basic design phase,
only basic parameters such as the rated performance of
the equipment and arrangement plans are determined. In
the detailed design phase, detailed specifications of
equipment are determined, and the first draft of the
working drawings is prepared. In the construction phase,
the equipment is constructed while correcting the working
drawings based on the negotiations between the suppliers
and the value engineering and cost down (VE/CD)
proposals. Although the design should be refined in later
phases, the current focus is on the initial cost and
negotiations between suppliers without considering
energy performance. Ideally, appropriate VE should be
performed considering both energy performance and
costs. The effect of VE is explained in Kinoshita (1999).
Although there are standards (for example MLIT, 2018)
for designing in Japan, they are not applicable to all
buildings, because the scales and purposes of the
buildings may be different. Moreover, even if all

buildings are designed according to the standards, they
may not always be correct. As a result, there is a large
margin ratio between the equipment capacity and the load,
which may be overdesigned relative to the peak load. The
adverse effects of overdesigning are explained in
Matsushita (2007).
It is important to develop optimal designs to suit
individual buildings, comprehensively examine the
various parameters, and aim for a well-balanced system.
Moreover, in each phase of the construction project, it is
necessary to continually improve the design while
maintaining the cost so that the design performance can
be maximized.
Current approaches for the design and construction
process
Regarding optimal design and control, research has been
conducted on the development of optimization methods,
and on the optimization of heat source configurations and
load distributions using these methods. Harb (2015)
introduced an approach to optimally design energy
systems based on the economic criteria for individual
residential buildings and districts comprising micro grids
and local heating networks. Morvaj (2015) determined the
optimal system design and heating network layout for an
urban neighborhood using mixed-integer linear
programming. Kong (2015) proposed a method for
designing energy systems that could minimize the
primary energy use and initial investment costs through
multi-objective optimization. Delgarm (2016) proposed
an efficient methodology for developing simulationbased multi-objective optimization problems. However,
these studies do not address the changes in each
construction phase. In other words, they considered the
optimization at a certain point in the phases.
This study was conducted with the objective of
optimizing the design and construction process such that
information on energy consumption and costs can be
continuously obtained, which is necessary for making
proper decisions. This allows engineers to propose
optimal solutions to the owner in all phases.
Research contributions
To optimize the design and construction, a simulation tool
is required for calculating the energy consumption and
costs, considering the equipment configuration as well as
the controls, piping routes, and design changes to
structural members. The proposed process needs a
framework that can immediately respond to requests for
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design changes. We believe that this framework can be
developed via integration with building information
modeling (BIM), which is widely used in construction
projects. The difference between the optimization of the
design and construction process and the conventional
optimization processes is shown in Figure 1. In the
proposed method, continuous optimization is performed,
from design to operation, by optimizing the design and
construction process based on the integration of the
simulation with BIM. We are able to study the
optimization process without developing a simulation
model again by just creating design drawings or working
drawings using BIM. Optimization in terms of the
construction phase has not been studied so far because of
its low cost-efficiency. In the proposed method,
optimization of the construction phase is also considered
part of the optimization process. This study demonstrates
a design and construction process using a tool for
integrating simulations involving energy/costs and BIM.

Methodology
We developed a simulation model for evaluating the
energy and cost performance, and integrated it with BIM.
Simulation description: energy performance
evaluation
A simulation model was created using MATLAB/
Simulink. The specifications of each equipment piece
were set based on the BEST program (IBEC, 2014),
which is commercial software available in Japan, and
were corrected based on the actual measurement data of
the target system. The calculation method for the flow
balance, including the control valve opening and PI
control of the inverter frequency, was based on a study by
Miyata (2016).
For a detailed calculation of the energy consumption, a
simulation was designed to consider the changes in the
pressure losses of all components of the whole system,
owing to design changes in piping routes and/or members
of subsystems. The pressure loss was calculated using the
following equations, with reference to SHASE (2010).
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𝑅 : Pressure loss of straight pipe
[Pa]
𝑅𝑙 : Pressure loss of local resistance
[Pa]
𝜆 : Coefficient of friction
[-]
𝑙 : Pipe length
[m]
𝑑 : Pipe inside diameter
[m]
𝜁 : Coefficient of local resistance
[-]
𝑣 : Flow velocity
[m/s]
𝜌 : Density of fluid (water)
[kg/m3]
𝜀 : Equivalent roughness of pipe wall
[m]
𝑅𝑒 : Reynolds number
[-]
The temperature of the fluid in each piping route such as
the outlet and inlet of the chiller and pump was calculated
because the density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid
varied with the temperature of the fluid.

Planning

Basic design Detailed design Construction Operation

Request

Optimal design ～

Optimal operation

Simulation utilizing BIM

(a) Proposed method: series of optimization processes using
BIM
Planning

Basic design Detailed design Construction Operation

Request

Optimal
design

Simulation

Request

Optimal
operation

Simulation

(b) Conventional method: separate optimization in the design
process

Figure 1: Difference between proposed method and
conventional method.
Simulation description: cost evaluation
The initial cost is the sum of the price of each equipment
piece, members, and construction cost (The price was
obtained from the Construction Research Institute, 2016).
The running cost was obtained by multiplying the
calculation result of the energy simulation with the
conversion factor for the costs of electricity and gas. The
cost was calculated in Japanese yen and converted into
dollars at the rate of 110 yen per dollar. The amount of
water lost via evaporation was calculated using the
specific heat of water and latent heat of evaporation from
the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of
the cooling tower and from the amount of circulating
water. The amount of water lost via scattering was 0.05%
of the total amount of circulating water. The amount of
blowdown was calculated from the amount of water lost
via evaporation and that lost via scattering, with a
concentration multiple of three.
In addition, the cost of optimal control introduction,
equipment space, equipment weight, and maintenance
were added. The cost of introducing optimal control was
calculated by multiplying the number of optimal control
points by a coefficient of approximately 4,000 dollars.
The cost of equipment space was calculated from the
occupied area. The costs of equipment weight and
maintenance were calculated using rough coefficients
based on past actual results for each equipment piece and
member. It will be necessary to increase these factors
systematically in the future.
Integrating simulations and BIM
By automating the construction of the simulation model
using the BIM data, the efficiency can be improved. The
time reduction effect is particularly significant because
the calculation of pressure loss and cost, a main feature of
this study, requires information on a large number of
equipment pieces and members.
Figure 2 shows the flow of conversion from BIM to the
simulation model. First, the information from BIM is
converted to a common format that can be used by
multiple software (arrow 1). Next, information in the
common format is converted to M language for
MATLAB (arrow 2). At this time, the information
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necessary for the simulation is extracted and the missing
information is input. In addition, the physical connection
information (connection between pipes, etc.) from BIM is
obtained so that it can be recognized in the simulation.
Finally, the information is converted from M language to
the code used for the simulation (arrow 3).
In this research, the goal is to seamlessly integrate BIM
and simulation. Presently, BIM integration has been
achieved to the point where a function that automatically
outputs the information necessary for simulation and
optimization is now available. This function totals the
length of piping, type, number, material, and diameter of
members, and outputs them as input data for simulation.
From these data, the pressure loss and various initial costs
are calculated.

1

＜MATLAB/Simulink model＞

format

2
M language 3

（MATLAB）

＜BIM＞

Figure 2: Conversion from BIM to simulation model.
CT CT CT CT CT CT CT
Cooling water
TR1

Case study description
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
an existing heat source system was considered. The
simulation model was updated at each stage from BIM
data updated at each stage of the construction project.
Target system
We targeted the heat source system of a real building in
Tokyo, Japan. The building was a multipurpose one, with
a total floor area of 244,360 m2. The system diagram of
the target system is shown in Figure 3. There were two
subsystems with chilled water temperatures of 6 °C and
13 °C, comprising the direct and indirect chiller systems.
Therefore, the lower limit value of the cooling water
temperature differed for each chiller, as mentioned in the
equipment specifications given in Table 1. All cooling
tower fans and pumps were inverter controlled. The
current heat source system configuration of the target
building was taken as the reference design. The target of
optimization in this study was the cooling water system.
Table 2 presents the parameters that were calculated in
this case study.
The outside air and load conditions of the target building
were the measured values obtained at one-minute
intervals. The designed values should have been used;
however, in this case study, the measured values were
used instead. The actual measurement period was from
April 2016 to March 2017. However, to shorten the
calculation time, three representative days were selected
from the summer (June, July, Aug. and Sept.), middle
(Apr., May, Oct. and Nov.), and winter seasons (Jan., Feb.,
Mar. and Dec.), respectively. The annual energy
consumption and running cost were set by multiplying
each representative day by the coefficient so that the
cooling load of each season and that of each
representative day were the same.
Definition of the optimization problem
In this study, multi-objective optimization that can search
for the Pareto optimal solutions minimizing both the
energy consumption and life-cycle cost (LCC) was
implemented. The objective functions are considered to
be representatives of the environmental and economic
performance indexes, respectively. LCC is the sum of the
initial cost and running cost, and the number of operating

Common

12 °C
HEX

CT Cooling tower

TR2

TR

TR3
TR4

Chilled water

13 °C

HEX

5 °C
HEX

Centrifugal chiller
(variable speed)
Heat exchanger

6 °C

TR5

Figure 3: System diagram.
Table 1: Equipment specification.
TR1 TR2 TR3 TR4

TR5

Capacity of chiller [tons]
490 420 1,370 450 1,570
Lower limit of cooling water
17
17
18
12
12
temperature [°C]
Cooling water flow rate [L/min] 3,447 2,947 9,887 3,422 11,807
Power of chiller [kW]
Power of cooling water pump
[kW]
Power of chilled water pump
[kW]
Power of cooling tower [kW]

228

191

670

319 1,040

30

30

75

37

132

15

45

132

15

45

22 × 7

Table 2: List of items to be calculated.
Chiller, Cooling tower, Cooling water pump, and
Chilled water pump
Running Chiller, Cooling tower, Cooling water pump, Chilled
cost
water pump, Makeup water, and Maintenance
Cooling tower, Cooling water pump, Chilled water
Initial pump, Pipe, Pipe joint, Valve, Sensor, Introduction of
cost
optimal control (The above items include construction
costs.), Space of equipment, and Weight of equipment
Energy

years is 15. Table 3 lists the design variables for each
phase of the construction project. We used overlapping
design variables in the basic and detailed design phases,
to examine the possibility of their interactions with the
newly added design variables in the detailed design phase.
Among the design variables, the distribution of the
cooling towers and number of bypasses can be explained
as follows. A schematic of the distribution of the cooling
tower is shown in Figure 4. By changing the distribution
of the cooling towers, the lower limit value of the cooling
water temperature and number of cooling towers available
for each chiller change. As individual cooling towers are
integrated, the number of cooling towers that can be used
by each chiller at the time of partial load increases, but the
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Construction
phase

Detailed design phase

Pipe joint 1

Elbow (short), Elbow (long)

Pipe joint 2

Welding joint, Housing joint

Pipe material

SGP (white), SUS

Piping route

Calculate the positions of the three
bypasses in 24 combinations

Renewal of cooling water Rated specification, Reduction of
pump
head

flexibility of the lower limit value of the cooling water
temperature decreases.
In the case of the integrated cooling tower, the difference
in the number of bypasses is shown in Figure 5. The
flexibility of the lower limit value of the cooling water
temperature can be increased by increasing the number of
bypasses. In the case of three and five bypasses, the
control parameters for the cooling water temperature are
the same; however, a slight difference appears in the
conveying power on changing the flow rate of the cooling
water in each part of the piping.

TR3

TR5

TR4

18 °C

17 °C

TR1 TR2

TR3

12 °C

TR4

TR5

< By chilled water system >

< Integration >

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

TR1 TR2

TR3

18 °C

12 °C

18 °C

TR4

TR5

TR1 TR2

TR3

TR4

TR5

The temperature written in red is the lower limit of the cooling
water temperature.

Figure 4: Distribution of cooling towers.
< 1 bypass >

< 2 bypasses >

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

Bypass

TR1 TR2

TR3

TR4

TR5

One bypass for the entire system. The
lower limit of cooling water
temperature is 18 °C for the highest
TR3.

TR1 TR2

TR3

TR4

TR5

Added a bypass to the system of
chilled water temperature of 13 °C.
The lower limit of cooling water
temperature is 18 °C for TR1, TR2 and
TR3, and 12 °C for TR4 and TR5.

< 3 bypasses >

< 5 bypasses >

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

TR1 TR2

TR3

TR4

TR5

Added a bypass to TR3 where cold
water temperature is highest. The
lower limit of cooling water
temperature is the lower limit
temperature of each chiller.

Results

TR1 TR2

TR3

TR4

TR5

Each chiller has a bypass. The lower
limit of cooling water temperature is
the lower limit temperature of each
chiller.

Figure 5: Number of bypasses.
570,000

Energy consumption [GJ / 15 years]

Basic design phase
The calculation results for the energy consumption and
LCC are shown in Figure 6. We divide the plot in Figure
6 into the reference design, solutions for investment
recovery within seven years, and other solutions. All
solutions are separated according to control methods.
Both energy consumption and LCC of the rated
specification control are larger than that of the other
control methods. Both energy consumption and LCC of
the optimal control method are the smallest, despite
considering the optimal control introduction cost. It can
be inferred that there is a reduction effect, with the
running cost exceeding the introduction cost.
Various trends were obtained for design variables other
than those of the control method. As an example, Figure
7 shows the results of the distribution of cooling towers in
the case of the optimal control method. The energy
consumption and LCC were smaller for the integrated
cooling towers than for the individual cooling towers. The
energy consumption and LCC reduction effect of
increasing the number of cooling towers for use by each
chiller during partial loading was greater than that of

12 °C

TR1 TR2

17 °C

Number of divisions of
5 units, 7 units, 9 units
cooling tower
Capacity of cooling tower 1-fold, 1.25-fold, 1.5-fold
Individual, By chilled water
Distribution of cooling
temperature, By chilled water
tower
system, Integration
Pipe size
Size down, Normal, Size up
Control method of cooling Rated specification, Lower limit,
water temperature
Optimal operation
Pipe size
Size down, Normal, Size up
Control method of cooling Rated specification, Lower limit,
water temperature
Optimal operation
Number of bypasses
1, 2, 3, 5

18 °C

Value of design variable
(reference design is underlined)

< By chilled water temperature >
CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

17 °C

Basic design phase

Design variable

< Individual >
CT CT CT CT CT CT CT

12 °C

Table 3: Design variable list.

550,000
530,000

Investment recovery within 7 years
Reference design
Other solutions

510,000
490,000

Rated specification

470,000
450,000

Lower limit

430,000

Optimal operation
410,000
10,000 10,500 11,000 11,500 12,000 12,500 13,000 13,500
LCC [thousand dollars / 15 years]

Figure 6: LCC and energy consumption.
increasing the flexibility of the lower limit value of the
cooling water temperature.
In Figure 8, the selected Pareto optimal solutions and
other solutions (dominated solution) are divided, and the
selected design variables of eight cases, i.e. the Pareto
optimal solutions, are described. In this paper, the design
alternative with the smallest weighted sum of energy
consumption (converged into utility fee) and LCC (the
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Energy consumption [GJ / 15 years]

490,000
Individual
By chilled water temperature
By chilled water system
Integration

470,000

450,000

430,000

410,000
10,500

10,700
10,900
11,100
11,300
LCC [thousand dollars / 15 years]

11,500

Figure 7: LCC and energy consumption by distribution
of cooling towers (only optimal operation).

Energy consumption [GJ / 15 years]

Number of divisions
of cooling tower
Capacity of cooling
tower
Distribution of
cooling tower
Pipe size

5 units

5 units

5 units

5 units

1-fold

1.25-fold

1-fold

1.25-fold

Integration

Integration

Integration

Integration

Normal

Normal

Size up

Size up

435,000
Pareto optimal solutions
Dominated solutions

430,000

425,000
Selection criterion

420,000

Selected solution

415,000
10,500

Number of divisions
of cooling tower
Capacity of cooling
tower
Distribution of
cooling tower
Pipe size

10,700
10,900
11,100
LCC [thousand dollars / 15 years]

11,300

5 units

7 units

7 units

9 units

1.5-fold

1.5-fold

1.5-fold

1.5-fold

Integration

By chilled
water system
Size up

Integration

Integration

Size up

Size up

Size up

Figure 8: Pareto optimal solutions and selected solution.
412,000
Energy consumption [GJ / 15 years]

weight is 1:10) is selected in each phase. The broken line
in Figure 8 indicates this criterion. This selection criterion
was arbitrarily determined by the author from the data in
Figure 8. In actual construction projects, criteria are
determined through discussions among stakeholders. The
design selected in the basic design phase included five
cooling towers with a cooling tower capacity of 1.5-fold,
an integrated-type cooling tower, size up of cooling water
piping, and the optimal control method.
Detailed design phase
From the detailed design phase onwards, selection
solutions were also obtained using the same procedure as
that used in the basic design phase. We analyzed how the
difference between pipe joints and pipe materials affected
the calculation results of energy consumption and LCC.
Figure 9 shows the solutions in which only the design
variables of the pipe joints and pipe materials were
changed in the selected solution at the detailed design
phase.
When changing from a welding joint to a housing joint,
the LCC of the housing joint with a low construction cost
was small because the pressure loss of local resistance in
the joints was the same as that used in the basic design
phase.
When changing from a short elbow to a long elbow, both
the energy consumption and LCC were low. The energy
consumption and running cost were low because of the
reduction in conveying power due to the low local
resistance coefficient.
When changing the piping material from SGP to SUS, the
energy consumption and running cost were low because
the conveying power was reduced owing to the low pipe
wall equivalent roughness. However, using SUS resulted
in a higher LCC than when using SGP because of the high
initial cost of SUS. SUS was considered a selected
solution in the detailed design phase because the increase
in LCC was high compared to the decrease in energy
consumption. In this study, the number of operating years
was calculated as 15; hence, such a result was obtained.
When the number of operation years is increased, the
difference in LCC is considered to be small because of the
difference in maintenance costs between SUS and SGP.
Construction phase
The heat source system configurations of three bypasses
were selected in the detailed design phase. We studied 24
types of positions of the three bypasses in the construction
phase. It was possible to obtain a better heat source system
configuration while considering maintainability, and it
was better than the initial position in terms of the energy
consumption and LCC.
The pressure loss in the piping could be reduced to a value
less than that in the reference design because of the
optimization performed so far. The capacity of the cooling
water pump was decreased, and the initial cost was
reduced by reviewing the head of the cooling water pump.
The running costs and energy consumption were also
reduced. Hence, it was possible to obtain a better heat
source system configuration.

411,900

Selected solution
of detailed design phase
Other solutions

Welding joint
⇒ Housing joint

SGP (white)
⇒ SUS

411,800
411,700

Elbow (short)
⇒ Elbow (long)

Elbow (short) ⇒ Elbow (long)
and
411,600
Welding joint ⇒ Housing joint
411,500
10,600 10,650 10,700 10,750 10,800 10,850 10,900 10,950
LCC [thousand dollars / 15 years]

Figure 9: Changes in LCC and energy consumption by
changing pipe joint and pipe material.
All phases of the design and construction process
The final selected solutions from the reference design to
construction phases are shown in Figure 10. It was
confirmed that the energy consumption and LCC of the
selected solutions decreased in the later phases. The most
effective solution was the optimization in the basic design
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The results of optimizing the design and construction
process were described in the previous section. We
evaluated the optimization of the design and construction
process and compared it with that of the conventional
method. We evaluated the energy consumption and LCC
of each method and the effect of integrating BIM and
simulation.
Effect of optimization on design performance
The calculation results of the energy consumption and
LCC were compared in the following five cases, for the
heat source system used in the above case study.
Case 1 Reference design and rated specification control
Case 2 Optimal design and rated specification control
Case 3 Reference design and optimal control
Case 4 Optimal design and optimal control
Case 5 Optimization of design and construction process
Table 4 presents the design variables considered in each
case. The design variables in Table 4 correspond to the
design variables in Table 3. Case 1 was designed and
controlled according to the reference design. Case 2 was
the optimized design, and control was performed using
the rated specifications. Case 3 was designed according to
the reference design, and only the control was optimized.
Case 4 was optimized in terms of both design and control.
Except for the differences in the design variables given in
Table 4, all calculation conditions were the same. The
cooling tower division and capacity were optimized.
These can be analyzed via conventional simulations.
The calculation results of the energy consumption and
LCC for each case are shown in Figure 11, and the
reduction rates of the energy consumption and LCC from
Case 1 are presented in Table 5. It was confirmed that the
effect of optimal control was higher than the effect of
optimal design because the difference between Case 1 and
Case 2 was small and the difference between Case 1 and
Case 3 was large. The reason why the effect of optimal
control was significant was the considerable efficiency
improvement on decreasing the cooling water
temperature in the chiller.
Comparing the broken lines corresponding to the
selection criterion drawn in Figure 11, the effect of the
optimal design from Case 3 to Case 4 was found to be
larger than that of the optimal design from Case 1 to Case
2. The energy consumption and LCC reduction effect of
optimization when performing optimal design
considering optimal control was higher than that when
performing only optimal design or optimal control.
Case 5 had the largest reduction rate for energy
consumption and LCC. The reason for this was the
continuation of the simulation and optimization from the
basic design phase to the construction phase. From the
above results, it was confirmed that the optimization of
the design and construction process was effective.

Energy consumption [GJ / 15 years]

Discussion

Reference design
Selected solution
of basic design phase
Selected solution
of detailed design phase
Selected solution
of construction phase

580,000
560,000
540,000

520,000
500,000
480,000

Other solutions
of basic design phase
Other solutions
of detailed design phase
Other solutions
of construction phase

460,000

440,000
420,000

400,000
10,000 10,500 11,000 11,500 12,000 12,500 13,000 13,500
LCC [thousand dollars / 15 years]

Figure 10: Selected solution at each phase.
Table 4: Design variables to be considered in each case
(Blank indicates reference design.).
Design variable
Number of divisions of cooling tower

Case Case Case Case Case
1
2
3
4
5

 


Capacity of cooling tower





Distribution of cooling tower



Pipe size
Control method of cooling water
temperature
Number of bypasses









Pipe joint 1



Pipe joint 2



Pipe material



Piping route



Renewal of cooling water pump



Energy consumption [GJ / 15 years]

phase. However, we were able to reduce the energy
consumption and LCC further by continuing the
optimization in the detailed design and construction
phases, instead of stopping at the basic design phase.

540,000
520,000

Case 1
Case 2

500,000
480,000
460,000
Case 3

440,000
420,000

Selection criterion

Case 5
Case 4

400,000
10,000 10,500 11,000 11,500 12,000 12,500 13,000
LCC [thousand dollars / 15 years]

Figure 11: LCC and energy consumption in each case.
Table 5: Reduction rate from case 1.
LCC
Energy consumption

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
+ 0.1% - 13.8% - 12.2% - 16.0%
- 0.5% - 18.8% - 20.2% - 23.2%

Effect of BIM-integrated simulation on process
performance
Some previous studies utilized BIM. Liu (2015) proposed
a BIM-based building design optimization method. Asl
(2015) developed a framework for BIM-based
performance optimization. Reynders (2017) presented a
novel tool chain that enabled direct coupling between
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Table 6: Information on research subjects.
11
B
18
M

CT3 CT2 CT1

CT_out

bypass
AR_Pin

bypass

CT3_out CT2_out CT1_out
TR5_in

AR_out

AR_in

AR

TR4

AR: Absorption
Refrigerator

TR5_Pout
TR4_Pout
TR4_out
TR4_in TR5_out

TR5

Question 1
Question 2
Figure 12: Heat source system to be worked.
90
Working time of IB [min]

BIM and building energy simulation models. Shen (2010)
proposed a quantified evaluation method to measure the
impact of these BIM-assisted estimation tools. These
were studies concerning building construction and BIM,
and it was unclear how much efficiency could be achieved
via simulation using equipment BIM. Therefore, a subject
test was conducted with the integrating program
(hereafter referred to as IB (Integrating BIM)) and
without it (hereafter referred to as MW (Manual Work)).
The subject test involved creating input data necessary for
simulation, from the drawing. We performed calculations
based on the input data created by the subjects. We
compared the working times of the subjects and
calculation results. Although the integrating program was
not complete, we compared the results using some usable
functions of the program.
Information on the subjects is given in Table 6. Subjects
created input data of IB and MW for three types of heat
source systems, exercise, question 1, and question 2.
Figure 12 shows the outline flows of the heat source
systems of question 1 and question 2. Question 2 is part
of the heat source system shown in Figure 4. Subjects
were divided into two groups for considering the
influence of the change in working time depending on
whether IB or MW was performed first.
The contents of the subject test were collected as
simulation input data by totaling the types and numbers of
all members on the piping route, excluding the equipment
and length of the piping. IB was an operation to create
input data using the automatic counting function of BIM.
MW involved manually working on the file of the input
data directly, based on plan and sectional views.
The result of the working time is shown in Figure 13. The
average time for all subjects was 14.5 min for IB of
question 1, 42.0 min for MW of question 1, 24.5 min for
IB of question 2, and 119.5 min for MW of question 2.
The working time of MW for question 1 was
approximately thrice that of IB. The working time of MW
for question 2 was approximately five times that of IB.
Therefore, the working time of IB is shorter than that of
MW. As the target system became more complicated, the
time reduction effect of IB became better. There was no
trend in terms of the order of IB and MW.
We evaluated the total results and calculation results for
question 2. The results of totaling the number of members
for each route are shown in Figure 14. The number of
members included those other than a straight pipe
regardless of the type of the member. The route names are
shown in Figure 12. In the box-and-whisker plot, the line
(whisker) represented the minimal and maximal values of
the total results, and the first quartile, median, and third
quartile were expressed in the box. The variation was
small among subjects in IB and large in MW. Figure 15
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Figure 13: Comparison of working time.
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shows the calculation results for energy consumption and
LCC, based on the input data created by each subject. The
values of the subjects of IB for energy consumption and
LCC were concentrated in a narrower range, compared to
that of MW. Even if different people worked on the
simulation, the same calculation result could be obtained
in the IB and the precision was high.
From the above comparison that extracted part of the
program for integrating BIM and simulation, it was
confirmed that integration with BIM was superior in
terms of both working time and precision, compared to
MW.

Conclusion
In this paper, we outlined the optimization of the design
and construction process. We applied the optimized
process to an actual heat source system. We could select
the optimal heat source system configuration considering
various design variables corresponding to each phase,
including the construction phase, which was not
considered in conventional optimization.
The reduction effect of energy consumption and LCC by
optimizing the design and construction process was better
than that of the conventional optimization. We confirmed
that integration with BIM is superior in terms of both
working time and precision, from the results of the subject
test.
Simulations using BIM and continuous optimization, and
effective VE proposals could be realized in this study.
However, we need to extend this optimization method to
air-conditioning systems and complicated heat source
systems, for further development. Additionally, it takes
time to create a simulation because the integrating
program is incomplete. We will complete the integrating
program and evaluate the performance of the complete
integrating program in the future.
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